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| tidylab_conflicts     | Conflicts between the tidylab and other packages |

Description

This function lists all the conflicts between packages in the tidylab and other packages that you have loaded.

Usage

tidylab_conflicts()

Details

There are four conflicts that are deliberately ignored: intersect, union, setequal, and setdiff from dplyr. These functions make the base equivalents generic, so shouldn't negatively affect any existing code.

If dplyr is one of the select packages, then the following four conflicts are deliberately ignored: intersect, union, setequal, and setdiff from dplyr. These functions make the base equivalents generic, so shouldn't negatively affect any existing code.

Value

(tidylab_conflicts) A list with conflicted functions.

Examples

tidylab_conflicts()
tidylab_conflicts()
tidylab_deps

**Description**

List all tidylab dependencies

**Usage**

tidylab_deps(recursive = FALSE)

**Arguments**

- recursive: If TRUE, will also list all dependencies of tidylab packages.

**Value**

(tibble) A table with package dependencies.

---

tidylab_logo

*The tidylab logo, using ASCII or Unicode characters*

**Description**

Use crayon::strip_style() to get rid of the colors.

**Usage**

tidylab_logo(unicode = l10n_info()$`UTF-8`)

**Arguments**

- unicode: Whether to use Unicode symbols. Default is TRUE on UTF-8 platforms.

**Value**

(tidylab_logo) ASCII art of the Tidylab logo.

**Examples**

tidylab_logo()
tidylab_packages  
*List all packages in the tidylab*

**Description**
List all packages in the tidylab

**Usage**

```r
tidylab_packages(include_self = TRUE)
```

**Arguments**

- `include_self`  
  Include tidylab in the list?

**Value**

(character) The names of the imported packages.

**Examples**

```r
tidylab_packages()
```

---

tidylab_update  
*Update tidylab packages*

**Description**
This will check to see if all tidylab packages (and optionally, their dependencies) are up-to-date, and will install after an interactive confirmation.

**Usage**

```r
tidylab_update(recursive = FALSE)
```

**Arguments**

- `recursive`  
  If TRUE, will also check all dependencies of tidylab packages.

**Value**

No return value, called for side effects.

**Examples**

```r
## Not run:
tidylab_update()
## End(Not run)```
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